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[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]A memory measure two or more telephone directory files were
remembered to be, and a search means to search a predetermined telephone
directory file from said memory measure, in the Electronic Directory system
provided with a displaying means which displays the contents of the
telephone directory file searched by this search means in which an inspection
and updating of said telephone directory file are possible, A user management
file classified by telephone directory which registered 1 or 2 or more available
persons for said every telephone directory file, It has an identification
information input means which inputs a user's identification information, and
an user confirmation means which checks correction of identification
information inputted from this identification information input means, and
outputs a retrieving instruction to a right case at said search means, The
Electronic Directory system, wherein said search means searches only a
telephone directory file by which a user by whom it was shown to said
identification information according to said retrieving instruction is registered
into said user management file classified by telephone directory as an available
person from said memory measure.
[Claim 2]A display control means on which said displaying means is made to
display a name list about two or more telephone directory files searched by-

said search means in the Electronic Directory system according to claim 1, It

has a Mepikone directory file selecting means for choosing a telephone
dfeeetory file which a m&r wants to m& from a name list about a telephone
directory fife wMch was pwt itt byrskfe to this display control means, and
wm displayed on said displaying means. The Electronic Directory system,
wherein said display contel means displays the contents of the telephone
directory file with said selected telephone directory file selecting means on said
displaying means.
[Claim 3]Add an attribute which shows updating permission or denial of the
telephone directory file concerned for every available person of a telephone
directory file registered into said user management file classified by telephone
directory, and. The Electronic Directory system according to claim 1

;^&"Mi^ilt^.
:

ste update process control means which forbids an update process
by the avMlable person concerned df a telephone directory file updating
permission is not indicated to be as an attribute of this updating permission or
denial,

[Translation doneJ [Detailed Description of the Invention]
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[Field of the InventionjThis invention relates to the Electronic Directory
system, and relates to the suitable Electronic Directory system for a facsimile
machine especially.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]

Conventionally, there are two kinds such as Electronic Directory (global
Electronic Directory is called hereafter.) collectively managed in the center and
Electronic Directory (individual Electronic Directory is called hereafter,) which
an individual user manages individually of Electronic Directory of a facsimile
machine.
[0003]An example of the facsimile machine which uses global Electronic
Directory is indicated to JP,H4~220872,A. The facsimile machine of a center is

provided with the Electronic Directory database, and can access Electronic
Directory indicated in this gazette from two or more terminal facsimile
machines by which network connection was carried out to this.

[0004]The data which are widely used like the in-company extension number
of a major company instead of individual data, and consist of a vast quantity
of data are recorded on global Electronic Directory, and batch management of
this is carried out to it in the database of a center. Thereby, it becomes
unnecessary to provide a bulk memory in each terminal facsimile machine, and
effective use of a memory can be aimed at. The terminal facsimile machine
which constitutes this kind of system is provided with a search means to
inspect a telephone number (destination information) from Electronic Directory
of a center facsimile machine, and the automatic calling means which carries
out automatic call origination to the transmission partner point based on these
search results.

[0005]On the other hand, an example of the facsimile machine which uses
individual Electronic Directory is indicated to JP,H6-62146,A. Electronic
Directory indicated in this gazette is prepared for every individual user who
uses a facsimile machine, and is managed individually. The selection errors of
a telephone number (destination information) are reduced, and the search time
of a telephone number (destination information) can be shortened because an
individual tem mciividual Electronic Directory, In addition, the privacy of
a telephone number (cieatmation information) is secured by making a
telephone directory Into personal use. And this kind of facsimile machine
comprises a means which reads specific individual Electronic Directory which
the individual user chose, a search means to search a telephone number
(destination information) from individual Electronic Directory, and an
automatic calling means which carries out automatic call origination to the
transmission partner point based on these search results.

[0006]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]However, if it was in the
above-mentioned conventional example, with a global telephone directory,
there was inconvenience which lacks in the privacy of a database and there
was inconvenience which cannot aim at effective use of database resources
with an individual telephone directory.

[0007]

[Objects of the Invention]This invention improves the inconvenience which this

conventional example has, and sets it as the purpose to provide especially the
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Electronic Directory system which can share a telephone directory file by two
or more persons securing a certain amount of privacy.

[0008]

[Means for Solving the Problem]
In order to attain the above-mentioned purpose, in the invention according to
claim 1. It has a memory measure two or more telephone directory files were
remembered to be, a search means to search a predetermined telephone
directory file from a memory measure, and a displaying means which displays
the contents of the telephone directory file searched by this search means, and
an inspection and updating of a telephone directory file are possible. A user
management file classified by telephone directory which registered 1 or 2 or
more available persons for every telephone directory file, It has an
identification information input means which inputs a user's identification
information, and an user confirmation means which checks correction of
identification information inputted from this identification information input
means, and outputs a retrieving instruction to a search means at a right case.
Among these, a search means has taken composition that a user by whom it

was shown to identification information according to a retrieving instruction
searches only a telephone directory file registered into a user management file

classified by telephone directory as an available person from a memory
measure.
[iOQ^ill id£11^ inputted and it is checked with a regular
user, only ar"---lteiie;^(feE3«*e -=3cK^raefco*3r-" '£ile into which the user concerned is registered
as am available person will be searched with this invention, and the contents
will be displayed by it. Therefore, it is not displayed about a telephone
directory file which is not registered as an available person. When two or more
available persons are registered about the same telephone directory file, the
telephone directory file concerned is displayed by input of a certain available
person's identification information, and the same telephone directory file is

displayed by input of other available persons' identification information. That
is, a telephone directory file is shared by two or more persons registered
beforehand.
[0GlG]In the invention according to claim 2, the Electronic Directory system
according to claim 1 is provided with the following,
A display control means on which a displaying means is made to display a
name list of two or more telephone directory files searched by a search means,
A telephone directory file selecting means for choosing a telephone directory
file which a user wants to call from a name list of telephone directory files

which were put side by side to this display control means, and were displayed
on a displaying means.
And a display control means has taken composition of displaying the contents
of the telephone directory file with a selected telephone directory file selecting
means on a displaying means,
[OGllJIf a telephone directory file registered as an available person is searched
with this invention, a name list about two or more telephone directory files

concerned will be displayed. And. if a user chooses a desired telephone
directory file from a name list, the contents of the telephone directory file will
be displayed.

[00 12]Add an attribute which shows updating permission or denial of the
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telephone directory file concerned by the invention according to claim 3 for
every available person of a telephone directory file registered into a user
management file classified by telephone ^i^ctOfy, aM Compoaitioti having
established an update process control m^aris wftlc^ forbids an update process
by the available person concerned of a telephone directory file lipdatitig
permission is not indicated to be as an attribute of ihb updatirig pe^mis^fe or
denial is taken.

[0013]In this invention, even if it is a telephone directory file in which a
metaphor inspection is possible, an update process of the file is permitted by
only available person to whom the attribute of updating permission was
added.
[0014]These attain the purpose mentioned above.
[0015]

[Embodiment of the InventionjHereafter, one embodiment of this invention is

described based on Fig. 1 thru/ or Fig. 3.

[001 6]Drawing 1 is a block diagram showing one embodiment of this
invention. In this embodiment the Electronic Directory system is carried in the
facsimile machine 10. Hereafter, the composition of the facsimile machine 10 is

explained.

[0017]The indicators 1 are a liquid crystal display panel, a CRT display, etc.,

for example, and display the contents of the telephone directory file, etc. The
input parts 2 are a keyboard, a touch panel, etc., for example, and are used for
the input of the identification information by a device user, specification of the
search method of a telephone directory file, the input of the new data to a
telephone directory file, change of the displaying condition of a telephone
directory file, etc. The input data from this input part 2 is inputted into CPU4.
[0018]CPU(microcomputer) 4 realizes various kinds of functions by executing
the processing program prepared beforehand one by one. This CPU4 performs
check of the correction of the identification information which the user
inputted, search of an available telephone directory file, display control of the
searched telephone directory file, etc., for example. Here, the details of the
processing which this CPU4 performs are later mentioned to compensate for
explanation of operation. The facsimile function part 3 is put side bv side to
CPU4.
[0019]The facsimile function part 3 is provided with the function to do the
function of a conventionally common facsimile so, and to send draft
information to the address beforehand set up through the predetermined
communication line (not shown), and to receive draft information. This
facsimile function part 3 operates according to the command of CPU4.
[0020]The memory measure 6 is put side by side to CPU4. The nonvolatile disk
of a hard disk, an optical disc, a mini disc, etc. which can be written may be
sufficient as this memory measure 6, and it may be a mass semiconductor
nonvolatile memory. Two or more telephone directory files 6a assigned to this
memory measure 6 in every one arbitrary group units, such as their post and a
section, for example. The search information file 6b on which the index etc.

which are referred to when searching a predetermined thing from this
telephone directory file 6a were recorded, ********** memory is carried out with
the user management file 6c classified by group which matched the storage
location address (pathname) of a user's identification information, the group
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name to which this person belongs, and the telephone directory file assigned to
this group,
[0021]The composition of the user management file 6c classified by group is

shown in Fig. 2. To two or more group names (the group 01, the group 02, ...),

one telephone directory file is assigned at a time, respectively, and the storing
pathname (a database /addr/001, ...) is described, and ^the user (user)
belonging to each group name ~~ one person — or more than one are registered.
That is, one person or two or more persons are registered as an available
person to one telephone directory file. For example, the user A belongs to the
group 01 and the inspection of the telephone directory file which restricted to
the time when this person's identification information was inputted and use of
the telephone directory function was started, and was stored in the pathname
(a database /addr/001) is attained.

[0022]Here, "R" shows inspection permission and, as for "RW" described
behind the user A, "W" shows updating permission. The sign of this inspection
or updating permission is interpreted when CPU4 refers to this file, and as
well as perusing the telephone directory file stored in the above-mentioned
pathname, the user A is processed so that it can also rewrite. If it is the group
07, since user D-RW and user E-R are registered, for the user D, an inspection
and updating are processed possible to the telephone directory file stored in
the pathname (database 2/ addr/001), but. Although the user E can do an
inspection, the renewal of the contents is processed so that it cannot do,
[0023]Return to Fig, 1, and the network interface 9 is put side by side to CPU4,
and via this network interface 9, It is also possible to access the telephone
directory database 30 on the network 20 and the user management data base
40 classified by group, and to access the telephone directory file of external
resources.

[0024]Next, operation by this whole embodiment is explained based on Fig. 3.

[0025] If the user of the facsimile machine 10 operates the input part 2 and
starts the Electronic Directory function of CPU4, CPU4 outputs the message
which urges the input of identification information to the indicator 1, and it

will stand by until there is an input of the identification information by a user
(Step SI). Here, identification information is user names (user A etc.) and a
recitation code corresponding to this, for example.
[0026]And if identification information is inputted from the input part 2, CPU4
will judge whether the inputted identification information is the right, and it

will check whether you are a regular user (Step S2). As a result, if

identification information is right, with reference to the user management file

classified by group, all the group names into which the user name shown in
identification information was registered will be searched (step S4). Under the
present circumstances, CPU4 also searches the user management data base 40
classified by group on the network 20 via the network interface 9. On the other
hand, when the inputted identification information is an error, CPU4 ends the
Electronic Directory function (Step S3),

[0027]CPU4 which finished search of a user management file classified by
group carries out the indicator 1, and it displays two selection branches about
read-out of telephone book data. One is processing which reads all the
telephone directory files that can be perused, and another is processing which
chooses and reads only the telephone directory file of the group who displays



as a list only the group name into which the user is registered first, and
eorre^p^Ms out of if (Step 861
E0Q2g]Qri the other foarvd> a mm m$u$$ the number of "1" or "2", and chooses
the loptxerm the latter According to the pathname of a user management file

ciassilied: %r 0tm$* CFlii which received the input of "1" searches all the
databases, and it stores all applicable telephone directory files in the read-out
memory 5 (Step S7X And the contents of the telephone directory file are
displayed on the indicator 1 (Step 311).

[0029]On the other hand, CPU4 which received the input of !?2 f?

is displayed on
the indicator 1 by considering the group 1 tmm. s^rqh^ |^e¥io^s|jr m a list
(Step S8), and it receives group name selection opemtion from the iriput part %.
A user operates the input part 2, is on4 :-i^^^'9^

:
$^&^s»- the group naxrffi

of hope (step S9X CPU4 which received spediication of ilm 0oup timjm reads
only an applicable telephone directory tile atwimg. to the pathname
corresponding to the specified group name, and it stores it in the memory 5
(Step S10). And the contents of the telephone directory file are displayed on
the Ind^
I^3D3Him the contihts of the telephone directory file make an address and a
tetephorie number a pair, for example, CPU4 forbids rewriting of the file

content from the input jpmb % when the user is not given updating permission
about the displayed telephone directory file. CPU4 receives selection of the
address which wants to perform facsimile transmission by operation from the
input part 2 after the display of a telephone directory file, A user chooses the
address of the partner point to perform facsimile transmission at from the list

of the addresses which operated the input part 2 and were displayed, CPU4
which received selection of the address sets the address chosen as the facsimile
function part 3, and the corresponding telephone number, and it performs
automatic call origination of an address, and auto-sending of draft information,
[0031] thus, the available person who a telephone directory file is assigned for
every group by the user management file 6c classified' by group, and can
peruse this telephone directory file in this embodiment ~~ one person — or
more than one being registered and, Since CPU4 displays only the contents of
the telephone directory file which can be perused to the user to wiiom the
check of identification information was given with reference to this file, a
telephone directory file can be shared by two or more persons, securing
privacy per group. For this reason, the time and effort which can aim at
effective use of data volume, and registration (updating) processing of a
telephone number (destination information) takes is also reducible rather than
registering common data separately to individual Electronic Directory,
[0032]When CPU4 reads a group's telephone directory file which made display
the list of group names and was chosen, a required telephone number
(destination information) can be perused easily, without displaying an
unnecessary telephone number.
[0033]Since CPU4 forbids the update process of the telephone directory file of a
user without updating permission based on updating permission of the
telephone directory file set up for every available person, the reliability of a
telephone directory file is maintainable.
[0034]

[Effect of the Inventionjfhe available person who can peruse a telephone
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directory file by the user management file classified by telephone directory
according to this since this invention is constituted as mentioned above and
functions »» one person — or more than one being registered and, Since a
search means displays only the contents of the telephone directory file which
can be perused to the user to whom the check of identification information
was given with reference to this file, a telephone directory file can be shared
by two or more persons, securing privacy to some extent. For this reason, the
time anci effort which can aim at effective use of data volume, and registration
CupdatTrigl pipoceipfig of a tele^tione nurriber (destination information) takes is

also redttctile mth&r than reg|st<2:ring common data separately to individual

[0O3S]M the toventioti ac^ding to claim % since a search means reads a

group's telephone directory file which made display the name list about a
telephone directory file, and was chosen, a required telephone number
(destination information) can be perused easily, without displaying an
unnecessary telephone number.
[0036]In the invention according to claim 3, since an update process control
means forbids the update process of the telephone directory file of a user
without updating permission based on updating permission of the telephone
directory file set up for every available person, The outstanding Electronic
Directory system which is not in the former that the reliability of a telephone
directory file is maintainable can be provided,

[Translation done,]
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